2024 Preliminary ABS Annual Conference Program

Black Resistance:
Reimagining 60 Years of Civil Rights and 10 Years of Post-Ferguson Fights

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 7:

6:00 – 8:00 p.m. Executive Committee meeting
[Automne]

8:00 – 9:00 p.m. Conference registration set-up
[Sherbrooke]

THURSDAY, AUGUST 8:

8:00 – 4:00 p.m. Registration
[Foyer Printemps]

8:00—10:00 a.m. Continental Breakfast
[Pierre de Coubertin]

8:00 - 9:10 a.m. Sessions 1-5

1. Historical Sociology

[Printemps 1]

Rebellions, Respectability, and the Limitations of Righteous Resistance: Interrogating the Depiction of Black Activism in North Carolina History Textbooks - Jamya Mishawna Robinson, PhD Candidate

Right to Kill: Sovereign Power, Societies of Enmity, and Herrenvolk Democracy - Erielle Ayanna Jones, University of Illinois at Chicago


Understanding justice, equity, accessibility, diversity, and inclusion (JEADI) from perspective of unveiled histories - Assata Zerai, University of New Mexico
2. **PANEL: Black Youth and Educational Possibilities**

   **[Automne]**

   **Organizer:** Derrick R. Brooms, Morehouse College
   
   Derrick R. Brooms, Morehouse College  
   Sandra Taylor, Clark Atlanta University  
   Lisa Covington, University of Arizona  
   Jelisa S. Clark, Fayetteville State University  
   Veronica Newton, Georgia State University

3. **PANEL: Critical Methods**

   **[Hiver]**

   **Organizer:** Quincy Thomas Stewart, Northwestern University
   
   Quincy Thomas Stewart, Northwestern University  
   Tukufu Zuberi, University of Pennsylvania  
   Evelyn Patterson, Georgetown University

4. **PANEL: Race, Class, and Gender**

   **[Été]**

   “Telling My Sons how Angel Reese Stood Toe to Toe with the KKK and Won”: Analyzing Colorblind Racism in Sports Narratives and Discourse

   **Organizer:** Shahill Parsons, Rice University
   
   Shahill Parsons, Rice University  
   Quinesha Bentley, University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
5. Intersectionality in K-12 Education

[Printemps GS]

Black Queer, Non-Binary, and Transwomen helping to foster and elicit self-love within Black Queer youth - Javania Michelle Webb, University of California-Riverside

“Different In Two Ways”: An Analysis of Why Black LGBTQ+ Youth Disengage From - Dalia Mota, University of Notre Dame

When History Becomes Abstract: The Missing Pieces in the Praxis of Black Educational history and teaching in schools and its larger role in Social Movements - Noah I. Nelson, PhD Candidate Johns Hopkins

Reviving Southern Divides: Multilevel Explorations of Neighborhood Changes and Their Role in School Resegregation in Tallahassee, Florida from 1999-2015 - Ola Kalu, University of Pennsylvania

9:20 – 10:30 a.m. Sessions 6-11

6. Poster Session:

[Foyer Printemps]

The Post-Trial Feminism of Megan Thee Stallion—Rita Jacobs

7. Part I: Environmental Sociology & Resistance

[Printemps 1]

Cleo Silvers: Her Revolutionary Organizing - Jennifer Uribe, University of California, Los Angeles

The Fire This Time: Health Impacts and Disaster in Lahaina, HI and Alberta, CA - Lauren L. Taylor, Howard University

Overcoming Disaster and Fighting Injustice: The Case of Riverside, Louisiana - Sukari Ivester, Tulane University
8. **Salon Noir Book Talk**

[Automne]


Victor Ray, University of Iowa,  
Saida Grundy, Boston University  
James Jones, Rutgers Newark

9. **Black Students & Higher Education**

[Hiver]

Creating Equitable Learning Environments for Adult Learners: Exploring Insights on Post-secondary Education - Asha Layne, Morgan State University

Forgotten No More: Voices of Black Second Year Students’ Experience of Microaggression at a Historical White University - Passion Lord, University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA)

An Arc Towards Social Justice: Engaging Black Intellectual Thought to Reimagine Organizational Change - Channel C. McLewis, University of Nebraska-Lincoln; Dwuana Bradley, University of Southern California; Mariama Nagbe, University of Southern California

Take CHARGE: Assessing Institutional Barriers to HIV and Substance Use Prevention at HBCUs and MSI - Samantha D Martin, Morehouse School of Medicine

"Diversity-Work": The Impact of the "Diversity Benefits All" Ideology - Amy Jones Haug, University of Kentucky

10. **PANEL:**

[Été]

**Teaching While Black: How Early Career Faculty Navigate Teaching in Contentious Political Climates**

**Organizer:** Stephanie M. House-Niamke, West Virginia University

Shaonta Allen, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Sociology, Dartmouth College  
Corey J. Miles, Ph.D. Assistant Professor of Sociology, Tulane University  
Anthony J. Stone, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Sociology, University of Memphis  
Patrice Collins, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Criminology and Criminal Justice and Cultures, Societies and Global Studies, Northeastern University
11. Community Health

[Printemps GS]

Abolishing the Maternity Ward: Community Care and Institutional "Mourning" in the Aftermath of April Valentine's Death - Ariel Hart, University of California-Los Angeles

We Are New Haven: Repairing Past Harms and Empowering Community Voices in Gun Violence Prevention Work - Jania Stewart-James, The Justice Collaboratory - Yale Law School

Renegotiating Social Contracts: Exploring Kinship Dynamics among South African Grandmother Caregivers Living with Chronic Illness - Jessica Casimir-Vadeboncoeur, Western Carolina University

10:40 – 11:50 a.m. Sessions 12-16

12. Afro-Latinx & Caribbean Identity

[Printemps 1]

Afro-Latinxs and the Question of Black Authenticity- Pamela Zabala Ortiz, Duke University

“My curly hair doesn’t fit my face”: (Re)Interpreting Racialized Beauty and Racial Identities Through Personal Hair Narratives- Katie Duarte, Brown University

“I have 2 and a possible”: Race, Afro-Latin Identity and U.S. Blackness - Celine Ayala, Georgia State University

“Indo-Caribbean cannot exist without Black identity:” How Intersectional Politics and Pandemic Activism Shape Second-Generation Identity - Cristine Sabrina Khan, The Graduate Center, CUNY

Skin Color and Socioeconomic Inequality: The Persistence of Colorism Among Jamaica’s Black Population - Dr. Monique D. A. Kelly, Michigan State University
13. **Part I: The Effects of Incarceration**

**[Automne]**

Relational Scrutiny: Formerly Incarcerated Women and the Paradoxes of Intimate Relationships under Community Supervision - DeAnna Smith, University of Michigan

Bend, Bind, or Break? Examining the Social Ties of Formerly Incarcerated Black Men - Candice Crutchfield, The Ohio State University

Toward a Theory of Censorship in U.S. Prisons: Power, Risk, and Resistance - Carileigh Jones, University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign

A preliminary analysis on race and socio-economic disparities among executed individuals within the United States under the death penalty - Mari-Esther Edwards, New Mexico State University

14. **Recreation & Community**

**[Hiver]**

Struggle in the Bubble: The NBA’s Response to Player Activism in the 2020 Bubble - Drew Brown, University of Florida

Melanin Coaster Network (MCN): Building an Inclusive Black Community for Roller Coaster Enthusiasts - Will Tyson, University of South Florida

Non-inclusiveness of Recreational Running: Black Women forming community and solidarity in an unwelcoming space - Tiffany Gayle Chenault, Salem State University

The Racial Politics of the Sussex Squad: Exploring the Possibilities and Pitfalls of Fandom Activism - Courtney Carter, University of Nevada- Las Vegas

“I feel, therefore I can be free:” Embodied Freedom and Self-Conception in Black Biking Subcultures” - Kristen L. Miller, The City University of New York (CUNY), Graduate Center
15. **Family, Love, & Joy**

[Été]

Can Love Conquer COVID? An Investigation into the Impact of Spousal Support on Mental Health During COVID-19 - Tia Dickerson, Howard University

Black & Adopted: Ethiopian American Transnational and Transracial Adoptees - Hewan Girma, University of North Carolina at Greensboro

Black LGBTQ+ Youth and the resistance of Cisheteronormativity in the Family - Otis McCandless-Chapman, Family, Housing, and Me Project- Trinity University; Javania Webb, Family, Housing, and Me Project- University of California-Riverside

The Good Times: An Exploration of Black Memory in/of Place - Lacee Satcher, Boston College

For Richer, For Poorer, in Sickness and Health”: The Impact of Potential Income Pooling Arrangements on Health Outcomes of African American Couples– Shahill Parsons, Rice University

16. **Black Womanhood**

[Printemps GS]

#BlackGirlJoy: A Critical Discourse on Black Imaginings in a Time of Anti-Blackness - Tuesday Barnes, Morgan State University

Empowered Narratives: The Intersectionality of Black Muslim Women Activists in PWIs - Tasleem Firdausee, Western Michigan

A Hoax Didn’t Cause this Problem: The Violent Erasure of Missing Black Women & Girls - Breaa Willingham, UNC Wilmington

We Outside: An Exploratory Participatory Narrative Analysis on the Perception of Black Joy, wellness, and campus safety - Nishaun T. Battle, Virginia State University
12:00 – 1:15 p.m.  Lunch On Your Own

1:30 - 2:40 p.m.  Sessions 17 - 21

17.  PANEL:

Twenty Years After the Minds of Marginalized Black Men: Cultural Analysis in Black Sociology

[Printemps 1]

**Organizer:** Alford Young, Jr., University of Michigan  
**Moderator:** Derrick Brooms, Morehouse College  
Adia Harvey Wingfield, Washington University in St Louis  
Brandon Jackson, John Jay College, The City University of New York  
Rashawn Ray, University of Maryland  
Anthony Brown, Hunter College, The City University of New York  
Saida Grundy, Boston University

18.  Gender & Sexuality

[Automne]

Gender Has Its Place in the Order of God - Brianne Painia, The University of Chicago

“Trans Men Navigating Male Privilege and the Complexities of Intersectional Identities” - Armani Beck, Dartmouth College

‘Divinely Created in the Image of God:’ Centering Black Subjectivity in an Analysis of Black Gay Men’s Approaches to their Religious and Sexual Identities - Christopher S. Chambers, Providence College

Navigating Pride Festivals While Black and Queer: Phoenix Pride Festivals 2023-2024 - Amina Melendez-Mayfield, Arizona State University

Black Bisexual Men’s Intersectional Stigma Experiences - Opal Gay, Georgia State University
19. **Policing & Crime**

**[Hiver]**

Perceptions of Crime in New York City: Exploring Fear and Reality through Survey Data - Edwin Grimsley, Baruch College, CUNY

Police Violence Against Black Lives: Centering Race, Racism, and Inequality to Understand “How” and “Why” - Krishanna Prince, University of Delaware

Punitive Inertia: Anti-Blackness and the Policing of Motion - Korey Tillman, Northeastern University

Retreading the same waters: How a new war on crime reproduces racial & classed oppression - Julien Grayer, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater


20. **Black Feminism:**

**[Été]**

“Where Can We Go to Live the Kind of Life We Want to Live?”: Black Women’s Transnational Experience, the Care Economy, and Geoarbitrage as Neoliberal Freedom - Lewis Miles, University of Michigan

What We’ve Made: Black Women’s Radical Traditions of Pan-Africanist Resistance in the Great White North - Sarah George, PhD Student in the Department of Sociology and Anthropology, Carleton University

Global CROWNs: An International Examination of Natural Hair Experience of Black Women - Dr. Nicole D. Jenkins, Howard-Harvard

Centering the Voices of Hood Femmes: Intersecting Experiences, Challenges, and Resistance within the Black Feminist Movement - Kaya Lowery, Morgan State University
21. Law & Society

[Printemps GS]

Stick to the Plan: The Power and Limitations of Zoning Regulations and Municipal - Demar F. Lewis IV, University of Maryland

The Gauging Improvement in Defense Efforts and Outcomes in New York (GIDEON) project: Early findings on the attorney experience of resource injections into indigent defense - Caitlin Charles, Deason Criminal Justice Reform Center, SMU Dedman School of Law; Andrew Davies, Deason Criminal Justice Reform Center


2:50 – 4:00 p.m.    Session 22

22. Presidential Plenary Session I

[Printemps GS]

Information Forthcoming

Andrea S. Boyles, President, Association of Black Sociologists and Tulane University

4:15 – 5:25 p.m.    Session 23

23. Legacies of Black Resistance in AP African American Studies

[Printemps GS]

Moderator: Andrea S. Boyles, President of the Association of Black Sociologists and Tulane University

Organizer: Cathy Brigham, College Board

Jane Gates, Connecticut State Colleges and Universities System
Kerry Haynie, Duke University
Teresa Reed, University of Louisville
5:30—7:00 p.m.  Sessions 24-25

24.  PANEL:

Inflection Point: Setting the Course for the Future of Scholarly Communication

[Automne]

Organizer: Dr. Ayo Sekai, Universal Write Publications
Dr. Ayo Sekai: CEO Publisher Universal Write Publications
Blaise Simqu: CEO Publisher of SAGE Publishing

25.  Film Screening: “When Does Freedom Begin”

[Hiver]

Dr Brittany Friedman, University of Southern California
Linda Genereux, Director

7:00 – 10:00 p.m.

Legacies of Black Resistance in AP African American Studies
Welcoming Reception (cash bar)

[Pierre de Coubertin]

FRIDAY, AUGUST 18:

7:00 – 8:00 a.m.  Special Session

An Interactive Yoga Flow Workshop: Centering Wellness for Black Women Academics
Nishaun Battle, Virginia State University

[Printemps 1]

7:00 – 10:00 a.m.  Continental Breakfast

[Pierre de Coubertin]

8:00 – 4:00 p.m.  Registration

[Foyer Printemps]

8:00 – 9:10 a.m.  Sessions 25-28
25. **Medical Sociology**

[Printemps 1]

US Medicine and the Production of Black Vulnerability- LaTonya J. Trotter, University of Washington

Constructing a Theory of Racism and Health to Explain Racial Ethnic Health Inequities in African Americans - Raja Staggers-Hakim, PhD, MPH, University of Connecticut

Black representation and mistrust management in HIV vaccine and biomedical research- Kenneth Pass Northwestern University

Theorizing Race in Sociogenomics Research: Mapping the Different Positions on Race and Health Disparities - Latrica Best, Boston College; Oliver Rollins, University of Washington

Centering the Voices of the Black Birthing Experience - Asantewaa Darkwa, University of Illinois Chicago; Brittani Rouse -Fowles, University of Illinois Chicago; Kylea Liese, University of Illinois Chicago; Crystal Patil, University of Michigan

26. **Salon Noir Book Talk**

[Automne]

Social Revolution: Black Children of Incarcerated Parents Speak Truth to Power - Britany Gatewood, Bowie State University

27. **Religion, God, Spirituality, and Black Identity**

[Hiver]

A Decline in Black Prophetic Outrage - Michael D. Royster, Prairie View A&M University

Race, gender and strict church theory: How contemporary conservative Black churches stay strong in membership - Kiyona Brewster, Centre College

Harm in the Hush Harbor: Exploring the Impact of Spiritual Trauma and Religious Violence on Black Millennials and Generation Z in the Black Church- Indhira Udofia, University of Denver


Beyond the Limit of Forgiveness - Michael D. Royster, Prairie View A&M University
28. **Digi-Eugenics Techno-Utopia or Digital Oppression? Critical Engagement with AI's Impact on Blackness**

[Été]

**Organizer:** Kem Laurin Lubin, University of Waterloo

Ajibola Adigun - University of Alberta  
Ayo Sekai - Universal Write Publications  
Gale Rigobert - University of St. Martin

9:20 – 10:30 a.m.  
Sessions 29-32

29. **Black Minds Matter: Mental Health and Wellness**

[Printemps 1]

Diary of a Black STEM Student: Utilizing Black Feminist Thought to Examine the Mental Health of Black Female Undergraduates at a HBCU - Fawn Hudson, Georgia State University

Black Feminist Disability Studies and Mental Health: Toward a Collective Theoretical and Empirical Agenda - Allison S. Reed, PhD, Washington University in St. Louis

30. **Part I: Mobility & Opportunity in the Black Community**

[Automne]

More Than Money: Commodifying Culture in Black Financial Literacy Podcasts - Erika Houston Brown, Texas Woman's University

Moving beyond racial and cultural essentialism in stratification research: accounting for history, class, and gender in the lives of Black Canadians - Anne-Marie Livingstone, McMaster University; Shaunette Georges, McMaster University

Fighting for a Foothold: How Government and Markets Undermine Black Suburbia- Angela Simms, Barnard College - Columbia University
31. The Grieving Grad: Practices for Navigating Grief in Graduate School  

[Hiver]  
Organizer: Samantha D Martin  
Asantewaa Darkwa, University of Illinois - Chicago  
Maretta Mcdonald, University of Wisconsin-Madison  

32. Part II: The Effects of Incarceration  

[Été]  
A Wholistic Approach to Higher Education in Prison: Building the Prison-to-HBCU-Pipeline - Anthony Jackson, Bowie State University; Charles Adams, Bowie State University; Britany Gatewood, Bowie State University  
“They think I’m entitled.”: Black doulas’ interactions with correctional and hospital staff while supporting their incarcerated clients - Denae Bradley, Howard University  
The Effects of Racial Bias in Alternatives to Incarceration for Black and Brown Youth – Abryana M. Alvarado, Tulane University  

10:40 - 11:50 p.m. Sessions 33 - 36  

33. PANEL:  

Dem People in My Business: Black Families and Family Law  

[Printemps 1]  
Organizer: Maretta Darnell McDonald  
They Shole Tried It in a Small Town: County Level Analysis of the Relationship between Child Support Outcomes and Historical Sundown Towns - Maretta Darnell McDonald, Virginia Tech  
"Makes Me Wanna Hollar: Exploring the Injustice of Monetary Debt on Noncustodial Black Fathers" - David J Pate Jr., University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
34. From Hoodwinks to Authenticity in Religious Realities and Professional Careers

[Automne]

Organizer: Beverly Lindsay

Chair and Discussant: SteVon Felton, Cornell University

The Curious and Persistent Case of the White Jesus Phenomenon in The Black Church - Stephanie M. House-Niamke, West Virginia University

Black Women Survival in Higher Education: Employing Authentic Self-care Practices with Antiracism Behaviors - Jonique R. Childs, University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Autobiographical Reflections and Policies Regarding Tenure and Promotion in Domestic and International Universities - Beverly Lindsay, University of California Riverside

35. Du Boisian Sociology

[Hiver]

Du Boisian Double Consciousness: Measuring the Perceived Veil, Second Sight, and Two-ness - Quintin Gorman, Jr., Rice University


The racist logics of Global Capitalism - Caroline M. Schöpf, University of the Philippines Diliman

Haunting: W.E.B. Du Bois’ “Peculiar Sensation” and the Sensory of Black Life - Endia Hayes, Dartmouth College

36. Part I: United States Race Relations

[Été]

Defending the Color Line: Reconsidering Brown v. Board and Black Education 70 Years Later - John B. Diamond, Brown University

Black and Rural in 21st Century America: A Socio-Historical and Socio-Demographic Analysis - Hayward Derrick Horton, SUNY- Albany

Make America Great Again...Again? Anti-Wokeness as Counter Resistance to Racial Progress - Zoe Spencer Harris, Virginia State University
11:50 – 1:00 p.m.  Lunch On Your Own

1:10 – 2:20 p.m.  Sessions 37- 40

37.  Children, Youth, and Young Adults

[Printemps 1]

m.A.A.d City: Carcerality of Black Girls in the Afterlives of Slavery in Schools - Pharren Miller, University of California - Los Angeles

Facing Black Precarity in the Youthwork Paradox: Unveiling the Interiority of Black Youth Workers’ Lives - Bianca J. Baldridge, Harvard University

(Dis)Engaging the Black Church: A Qualitative Study on the involvement of Black Young Adults in Church - Ali Mumbach, Howard University

THUGLIFE and BLACK LIVES MATTER: Tupac as a Symbol of Rebellion for the Trayvon Martin Generation - Dr. Charity Clay, Xavier University of Louisiana

38.  PANEL:

[Automne]

Resistance (Re)Imagined: DEI from the Experiences of Black Women at PWIs

Danette Saylor, Ph.D., Director – Office of Equity, Diversity, & Inclusion, Tulane University

Bennetta Horne, Ph.D. – Assistant Dean for Equity, Diversity, & Inclusion, Tulane University
School of Medicine
39. Black Lives Matter & Organizing

[Hiver]

Collective Social Identity in Movements: Black Millennial Identification with #BlackLivesMatter - Simone Durham, University of Maryland

Identity and Activism: Exploring Local Chapters of Black Lives Matter - Danielle Koonce, University of Maryland

Reimagining Within-Movement Conflict: The Ideological Conflict Landscape of the Global BLM Movement - Jocelyn Bell, Bryant University

The Stanzas of Black Liberation: The Artistic Manifestations of Organizing - Zariah Nicole, Graduate Student; Noah I. Nelson, Graduate Student

40. Race, Class, and Gender: An Intersectional Look

[Été]

An Empirical Response to Intersectionality’s Current Dilemma - Solome Haile, Princeton University

A conceptual framework for using sundown towns as an exposure measure of structural racism on perinatal health - Leia Belt, University of California Merced

An Intersectional Analysis of Stigma among Female College Sugar Babies - Darion McKinley, Temple University

Intersectional Perspectives on Black US Migration: Exploring Queer and Gendered Pathways - Samantha Martin, Morehouse School of Medicine
2:30 – 3:40 p.m.   Sessions 41-44

41.  **Blackness Beyond Methodology: Black as More than Data and Methods of Knowing Otherwise—**

[Printemps 1]

They don’t want your dead life, they want your living life’: Doing Ethnography in the Wake - Jelani Ince, University of Washington

“what had happened was: what else happened that method can’t capture” - Corey J. Miles, Tulane University

Whose archive? Reimagining witness & testimony - Angelica "Jelly" Loblack, University of Maryland

Funk the Formula - Rahsaan Mahadeo, Providence College

42.  **Feminist Decoloniality as Care: Lessons from a Transnational Partnership between U.S. and South African Higher Education Institutions**

[Automne]

Organizer: Assata Zerai, University of New Mexico

Feminist Decoloniality as Care: Transnational Feminist Resistance in Higher Education Spaces - Relebohile Moletsane, University of KwaZulu-Natal

Realities of black women leadership at historically white institutions while on the quest for restoration, freedom, and justice - Evangela Oates, University of Minnesota

Bigger than you, bigger than we, Bigger than the picture they framed us to see: Black Culture Centers and Archives building a bigger historical narrative - Brandi Stone, University of New Mexico & Jessica Ballard, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
43. Political Sociology & Theory

[Hiver]

Let Our Voices Be Heard: Black Middle-Class Abstention in Philadelphia - Matthew Ellis Simmons, University of Alabama Birmingham

The Political Wing of the Talented Tenth: How Black House of Representatives Candidates Frame Mobius Social Issues from 2018-2022 - Dante Allen Miller, University of Nevada Las Vegas

The Public Image of Blackness: Dynamics at the Nexus of Racism, Capitalism, and Democracy in the United States - Suyent Rodriguez Candeaux, University of New Mexico

Beyond the Flat Line: Afropessimism, Sankofa and Renewing the Sociological Imagination - R.A. Saxton, George Mason University

44. Part II: Mobility & Opportunity in the Black Community

[Été]

We’ve Got One Shot”: Community-based Reactions and Perceptions of Housing-Based Reparations in Metropolitan Atlanta - Janeria Easley, Emory University

Fragmentation in Structuring Racial Inequalities in U.S. Cities - Demar F. Lewis IV, University of Maryland; Brandon Honoré, Northwestern University

The Black Mecca Blueprint: An in-depth look at race, class and placemaking in Atlanta, Georgia - Jonathan Grant PhD, University of North Florida

3:50 – 5:00 p.m. Sessions 45 - 48

45. Part II: Environmental Sociology & Resistance

[Printemps 1]

Non-Western Approaches to Climate Adaptation Practices: Prioritizing Community Voices, Organizing, and Engagement - Cassandra Jean & Celine Rendon, Adaptation International

Rural Resistance and Environmental Racism: Understanding How Rural Black Communities Engage in Environmental Justice - Danielle Koonce, University of Maryland

46. PANEL:

National Science Foundation: Funding Opportunities in the Sociology Program

[Automne]

Organizer: Antwan Jones, US National Science Foundation

Mamadi Corra, National Science Foundation
Antwan Jones, National Science Foundation
Joseph M. Whitmeyer, National Science Foundation

47. Blackness in Academia

[Hiver]

“We Need to Overhaul the Canon”: Faculty Perspectives on the Diffusion of Classical Black Women Theorists in Doctoral Curricula - Ashley Stone, DePaul University; Arriyana Franklin, DePaul University

Mentoring HBCU Students in Interdisciplinary Research: A SocioCybersecurity Project - Carlene Buchanan Turner, Norfolk State University; Claude Turner, Norfolk State University

The Physiology of Sociology: Students’ biometric response to lessons on race and racism - Jennifer Patrice Sims, University of Alabama in Huntsville

Black African Female International Students' Encounters with Self-Doubt in Academia - Ashley N. Watson, SUNY Geneseo

A Qualitative Investigation of Microaggressions, Coping Strategies, and Well-Being among Black Men and Black Women Ph.D. Students - Whitney Frierson, Vanderbilt University

48. The Writers Room: Racial Capitalism, Film, and the Power of Racial Representation in U.S. Media

[Été]

Organizer: Jaylexia Clark, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Amaryst Parks-King, University of Notre Dame
Jaylexia Clark, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Abena Adifah Osei, University of Maryland
5:30 – 7:00 p.m.  Awards Dinner

[PIERRE de COUBERTIN]

Keynote Address

8:00 p.m. –11:30 p.m.  House Party

[PIERRE de COUBERTIN]

SATURDAY, AUGUST 10:

8:00 – 12:00 p.m.  Registration

[Foyer Printemps]

8:00 – 10:00 a.m.  Continental Breakfast

[Pierre de Coubertin]

8:30 – 9:20 a.m.  Special Session

Interactive Workshop: ABS Relationships and Mentoring Program (RAMP)

Organizer and Moderator: Mary Pattillo, Northwestern University

[Automne]

9:30 – 10:20 a.m.

Presidential Plenary Session II

[Printemps GS]

Andrea Boyles, President of Association of Black Sociology and Tulane University

Derrick Brooms, Vice President/President-Elect of Association of Black Sociologists and Morehouse College
10:40 – 12:00 p.m.  Sessions 49-43

49.  **Arnold Ventures Approach to Identifying and Developing Research Investments to Advance Justice Reform and Policy Change**

[Automne]

**Organizer:** Tyrell Connor, Arnold Ventures
Tyrell Connor, Research Manager, Arnold Ventures
Golnar Teimouri Research Manager, Arnold Ventures

50.  **Salon Noir Book Talk**

[Hiver]

*From Rights to Lives: The Evolution of the Black Freedom Struggle* - Dr. Charity Clay, Xavier University of Louisiana

51.  **Research Methodology: Examinations, Critical Decisions, and Processes**

[Été]

Justice In Action: Emancipatory Approach to Participatory Action Research - Britany Gatewood, Beloved Community

Afrofuturist Methodology in Black Education Research - Sade Williams University of Delaware

Coping Processes, My Self, and the Chaos - Jessica Marie Shotwell, University of Maryland Department of Sociology

Therapeutic Sessions: When Dissertation Research Methods Are Difficult & Cathartic - Venessa Verner, Texas A&M University

Examination of Perceptions of AI in Critical Decision Making - Terri Adams, Howard University; Kemet Azubuike, Howard University
52. Part II: United States Race Relations

[Printemps 1]

The Ethnoracial Structure of Firms in the United States - Mosi Adesina Ifatunji, University of Wisconsin at Madison

“Student Reflections on Race and Ethnic Identity in the Obama and Trump Eras” - Rachelle Brunn-Bevel, Fairfield University

Ultra-Right Attacks on Black Scholars - Rodney D. Coates, Miami University

12:00 – 1:20 p.m. Lunch on your own

1:40 – 3:00 p.m. Town Hall/Business Meeting

[Printemps GS]

3:30 – 5:00 p.m. Executive Committee Meeting

[Automne]